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mental. - Efforts are bein
success.
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Much discussion has be
Von BOlqw’s body was brought from Egypt to Gotha
j ournals concerning the fu
for cremation.
likely to become a thing of
There were 65 operas produced at the Royal Opera, are taken to life it out of i
at Dresden, in 1893.
now at issue is, whether
.Negotiations are in progress1 with a Boston manager let it remain as it is.
to make the Seidi Orchestra a permanent organization.
In regard to American
Philiipp,
examiner for a
r The Lavins, fresh from their Berlin successes, have
reached home. They did credit to American art Paris Conservatory, says
course of instruction beca
abroad.
habits. They hurry from
Dr Antonin Dvorak has been re-engaged as director and take each lesson as t
of the National Conservatory of Music at a salary of cannot endure the ‘step
$15,000 per year.
■fly.”
Mr. Walter Damrosch has received the score of
After several months’
Tschaikowski’s last (6tb), Symphony. It will be given Dvorak says: “ I think
by theN, Y. Symphony Orchestra.
excellent results. It requ
Mr. Franz Korbay, a well-known New York vocalist sing well, bat a necessa
. and teacher, has been elected to a professorship in the temperament and the vivi
tible imagination. _ I have
Royal Academy of Music, London.
mSch in the voitpgofwb
Verdi’s “ Falstaff” has recently been produced at colored oneB. In volum
St. Petersburg, but, by reason of inadequate vocalists those of the whites, aud i
and orchestra, it was not successful.
superior. Colored people
John Henry Cornell, well known as the author and good opera singers. Th
translator of works on mnsical theory, died at his home love of color, and mimicr
in New York, March 1. MuBic composed by himself was
used at his fnneral service.
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At a recent concert of the Mnsical Art Society, a new
organization of artists, Palestrina’s “ Stabat Mater,”
and “AIcb dici,” Bach’s noted “Sing ye unto the
Lord,” were among the numbers given.
A musical festival, comprising two evening concerts
and one afternoon concert, was held at Savannah, Ga.,
Feb. 16-^21. Chorus comprised 200 yoioes with orchestra
accompaniment. H. R. Palmer was the condactor.
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whose performances as a boy pianist,
were stopped six years ago by the Society for the ProvenJosef Hoffmann,
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Rubinstein does not

opera.

He calls it “elec

The hoase in which Ha
been for sale for some
long, no purchaser having

‘ It is proposed to adopt
sieging inhhe German ar
h&d to assist in deciding

that three things ware necessary to make a great pianist
—first, technique; second, technique; and third, tech¬
nique—has done a good deal of harm. Of course one
need not be surprised that the general public fails to
perceive the different grades of excellence among pianists
of high professional rank, for the average hearer of
piano playing is not a student of music and does not
know what possibilities exist in the great master works.
Bat there is no excuse for the conservatory pupil, who
ought to have a practical acquaintance with such com¬
positions as Beethoven’s sonatas or Chopin’s valses. Yet
these pupils most frequently express their surprise at
, the rapid tempo or the tremendous tone of a great
player, and seem to have no appreciation whatever of
his musical reading. I am sure this would not so often
be the case if the teachers insisted upon musical insight
at every step and did hot direct the pupil’s entire energy
to the mastery of tech nical feats.
Should we regard the work of a Paderewski or a D’Albert as we would the acting of a Booth or a Salvini,
or as we Wiould the performances of Cinquevalli or the
Shaffers ? Whosoever allows himself to be carried along
on the surface of great piano-playing, breathless with as¬
tonishment at the technical achievements of the player,
is doing not only the artist, but also himself, injustice.
It is a good thing to bear in mind the simple fact that
other pianists perform the same technical feats. When
. Sarasate ■ astounds the audience with the corrascating
.pizzicati and staccafi in his own Zapateado,” he does not
. do a gingle trick that Teresina Tua does not do when
, she plays the Bame composition. When D’Albert play8
Liszt’s E-flat concerto or the ‘‘Don Juan Fantasia,” he
does not accomplish a solitary technical feat that Rosen¬
thal does not accomplish when he plays it. Bat when
Sarasate plays Beethoven’s violin concerto he achieves
something far Beyond the reach of the “violin fairy”;
and when D’Albert plays Beethoven’s C major piano
concerto he rises almost as far above Rosenthal aB
Beethoven is above Liszt.
How is it that in the
leap difficult compositions theBe great artists outdid the
others?.
v
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There is no hope fo
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phrase and modulat
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effects.
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possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of
which is accompanied by
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and off the keyboard, wh
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of which movement the
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Price $L50.
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force without an equal in his department.
2. Estimate of Schumann’s Piano Compositions.—

postulate, * Perhaps only
stand genius.’.”

The critic finds the first great creative period of his life . 6. The Fashionable E
chiefly devoted to piano music, a music in which he dis¬ has some interesting rema
covers a “new and original spirit, great wealth, depth,, judgment of Schumann w
and-poetry.” “The Fantasia, in C major, with its able in certain influentia
daring flight and its hidden undertone for him who listens fashions that has continu
secretly, as the motto declares: (Fiir den der heimlich attention to the fact that
l&uscht); his F sharp minor Sonata with its romantic because of the many a
enthusiasm and its burlesque abandon; Kreieierisns, enjoyed. “He lived in t
The Carnival, David’s Biindlerlunze, Novelettes, only world, occupied importan
to name a few of his principal works,—what a world of a teacher in the Leipsic C
beauty, what intensity of emotional life are hidden in to one of the moBt soulful
these, and what bewitching harmony out of the very soul With his wife he even m
of the piano for him who is able to interpret, for him he brought home with h
who can and will hear.” Of Schumann’s famous piano popularity. Thus, in the
concerto Grieg says: “It is inspired from beginning to wife to Russia, where in
end and stands without a parallel in musical literature, she was received with gre
and arouses our wonder no less by its originality than she endeavored to introd
by its notable avoidance of a mere objective virtuoso Let it not be forgotten
style ; it is beloved of all, played by many, well played already written and publ
by a few, and comprehended by still fewer, nay, perhaps ful chamber muBic and
only by a single one, his wife. ”
major. Nevertheless, it
8. His Piano Accompaniments—An excellent word where Clara was greatly
here about the relation of the piano to Schumann’s songs. personages addressed H
He claims that Schumann developed what Schubert; Schumann, are you, too,
began, “ And woe to the singer who tries to render onei who could not relate sim
of these songs without keeping a close watch of what; princes and their hanger
the piano is doing, even to the minutest shades of sound. aptitude for uttering st
I have no*faith in a Tenderer of Schumann’s songs who> misfortune to stray with
lacks appreciation of the fact that the piano has fully as3 happened to Schumann i
great a claim upon the interests and study as the voice> be achieved in this dire
of the Binger; nay, I would even venture to assert that,, the claim ‘ We alone kno
up to a certain point, he who cannot play Schumanni
7. Secret of Schum
cannot sing him, .either. . In his treatment of the piano,, chief impediment to Sch
Schumann was,-furthermore, the first who in a modern lack of that faculty of
spirit utilized the relation between song and accom¬ absolutely indispensable
paniment^ which. Wagner has later developed to a ductor or a beloved te
degree which fully proves what importance he attached he waB himself very little
to it. .1 refer to the carrying of the melody by the piano was too much of a dre
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may be selected works for th
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that by Yon Waaielewski; a
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
ginning, she will tell the child
about his youth and about hi
is possible of a teacher than
of what she would tell her
this. It is seen, then, that the
“ Schumann Talk ” is the s
interestingly told.
There have recently appeare
Letters,” by Schumann, tran
Herbert, from which it is eas
tion, which shall serve for six
In connection with any study
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believe that every itnusic teac
abroad or not, should own a
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MUSICAL AUTHORS.
A GAMS FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.
PRICE SB GTS., POSTPAID.
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any number of players. The object of the game is to
impress on the mind of the players the important events,
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
Address Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSER.
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

8QMETH1NG FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER,
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PIANOFORTE.
PRICE $1.00.
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER.

There are few really good collections of easy in¬
structive music. This album will be welcome as
supplying a need with most teachers. They are
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that
the collection cannot be excelled for formative
pieces.

the whole, and has bor
grammes and fine artist
With a view of makin
tions steady and easy, a
blocks out of their pa
hints, as results of my o
1. A club may be c
members, according to
dollars annually, and
who pay doable the amo
2. In the selection o
ination should be exerci
who can play in a fin
sonata, or the easier
Schubert, Schumann,
Moskowski, Rubinstein
present themselves bef
examiners, who, if conv
propose their names to
8. Members should
playing difficult compo
excellent and artistic i
works.
4r How often the cl
-monthly,
city of the members
and conscientious prac
ance of a professional m
more often than the sm
6. The length of eac
houre. The composer
piece, and time require
early reported .to the p
pf at least two membe
other for the vocal depa
in musical'literature.
6. Each programme
bers of pure classic mus
by the often passionate
A few- remarks on th

tion of that master mind. The very fingering—and Chopin’s tecbnitpie
marks an era in pianoforte-playing—m given in accordance with his
express directions. It is unnecessary to dilate on the important
influence which a correct fingering exercises on phrasing and general
expression.
In consideration of these peculiar advantages, the Mikuli edition has
been adopted in leading European conservatories. United with all the
well-known excellences wherein Schirmer’s Library stands preeminent,
it may be confidently assarted thatlthis new Mikuli edition of Chopin’s
pianoforte-works is not simply unexcelled, but unrivaled by any other;
and nevertheless, it is furnished at a lower price than any foreign
edition. The poetic biographical sketch of Ouopin by Philip Hale tin
Vol. 27), Is a charming introduction to the series, further volumes of
which will soon appear.

Major C and His Friends.
BY
GRACE S. DUFF.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

A well-defined and powasfoi trend in modern educational progress is
the endeavor to render methods of teaching more attractive, especially
to the very young. Instructors are increasingly willing to present
fundamental laws in a fashion so simplified, ». e., stripped of abstract
reasoning, as to appeal directly and torcibly to a child’s intelligence.
Instruction is combined with amusement; the youthful miud is inter¬
ested by the manner of presenting simple facts, and readily retains the
sabutance of information conveyed in so agreeable a form.
In her preface the authoress states that this little work has grown
out of her own and others’ experience in teaching the rudiments of
harmouy. Beveling this statement,_we obtain the wise.old saving:
"Exptrienlia doeit ;^aud It really seems as if Mi s Duff's experience with
children had tanght her to devise a ready and charming method for
smoothing ihe rough path of musical theory before little, stumbling
feet,—a method, too, which possesses the additional advantage of being
adapied either lor classes or single pupils.
After a prefatory chapter on the grand symphony of natural sounds
and colors, the major scales, beginning with Major 0, are aptly intro¬
duced as “ families ” of tones—frolicsome children, kept in order by the
head of each family, Major.O, D, and the rest. The finger-exercises are
the game* played by these youugscers; the structnre of the scales is
illustrated by pretty wood-cuts; and the several steps are explained in
an easy, conversational tone, the language never rising above childish
comprehension. Arriving at the minor scules, the families of Mrs. A
Minor and her friends, these family-heads are introduced to us as poor
widowed relatives of the several Majors, their soirowful estate furnish¬
ing a sufficient reason for their melanoholy mood.. The pupils are thus
led, step by step, up to simple triads and their inversions
Teachers of small children will find this an interesting booklet, vrhoss
value is enhanced by the numerous original wood-cuts and bold, clear
type.

For Sale by all Music Dealers.
The Monthly Bulletins issued by Q. Sohirmer are
invaluable to. all interested in Music. Will be sent free
to any address.

invitations, and hence the peopl
there; Fifth, the musical atmo
Sixth, the teacher gains nothing
ing. Suppose the musicals is a
A——. Well, Banker A——’s
Banker A-—*s “ palatial res
Banker A——’s accomplished
but'the teacher, “ Oh! where i
There is another side to this.
player. She is poor in this wor
by dint of economy and sacrif
parents that she can study at all
at her home she cannot play fo
force itself upon her that Bank
different to hers; and that every
too. Seventh, there is in any c
on servants, housekeepers, a
already be overworked.
There are no such disadvanta
recital. General invitations m
crowd brought and seated witho
body; and further, the audience
with each other to enjoy thems
cited their lessons on the pian
extent accustomed to it and fe
case ihe recital is in the stud
atmosphere that meanB so muc
except a musical one, and each
advantageous circumstances tha
else.
The chief .benefit, how
teacher. He iB freely advertis
talked of, looked forward to, an
they will be all free). I do not
'
recital has a Bingle feature to re
social matter, and it is not a Bu
Have public recitals by all m

REVIEW

“ Musical Education and Mu
Eastman, Damrell and Upha
This new work will be; especial
musical children. But any lov

think I was overawed by the immense superiority of my
teacher. How many times I’ve listened to a rippling
chromatic that died away in a whisper, and wondered if
I could ever do it like that; but the gleam of the teacher’s
eye said, ‘ Do not think it for a moment, this is a mere
nothing for me, but for you it is the unattainable’; and so
it has been till now, when you inspire me with such
hope. You do not think I’m too old to learn, do you ? ” '
—to which Miss G. replied that it was never to late to
learn, that she believed Baron von Humboldt learned a
new language when he was seventy.
There often seems an immeasurable, distance between
the teacher and the pupil, between the attainments of
the teacher and the efforts of the pupil, and conse¬
quently the latter studies without hope. Practice is dis¬
couraging; hours of fatiguing practice and endless
repetition seem to bring ub no nearer to perfection; one
appears sometimes almost to be practicing away from the
goal, instead of toward it. This idea ought to be instilled
into the minds of pupils,—it is not the time we practice,
but how we practice that brings the desired result. Some
persons seem to imagine that imperfect practice wiih
the mistakes slurred over, if persisted in for any length of
time, will bring perfection.. Such persons remind one
of the lady who said her little boy had a habit of telling
lies, but she did not correct him, for she thought he
would outgrow it.
Only listen to this group of students who have just
come from a piano recital. “ D.d you ever hear such
rippling, pearly scales? Now my scales sound like a cart
going over cobblestones. ” “ How can any one play so
fast and have every note perfect ? ” “ Did you notice that
in the fortissimos there was not the slightest approach to
pounding; only the greatest fullness of tone, almost
like an organ; do you suppose we could ever do that ?”
“Now will you tell me faow they make those dreadful
skips and always come down on the right key?”
“ Well, the thing / don’t understand is how they make it
Beem so easy when we all know how immensely difficult it
is; why that man did’nt make any more of that run in
double thirds, than I would of a scale of five notes.”
“Don’t you suppose these great artists have some way

cult pieces by Rubinstein,
yet if you take out one pas
in a different way, or even
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ceals effort, and accomplis

These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tost! for the middle reg¬
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices.
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious in charac¬
ter as to be practically songs without words.

JUST PUBLISHED.

ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS
(English and German Words.)

By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL.
These Songs are considered to be the finest work ever produced by
~
this Eminent Composer.

Paper Cover, $1.50.

Cloth, $2.00.

GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS.
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_By J. L. ROECKEL.
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION.

SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All In orig¬
inal-keys, with original accompaniments.

Write for our Catalogues.

Free on Application.
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TWO-PART EXFRCISFS (Vocal). By A. E. Soammell.
Endorsed and nsed by tbe public Schools of Washington, D. 0.
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and the cadence is made with the sub
tonic. Practically, the “pure” mi
PIANO STUDIES, ETC.
The terms “ harmonic ” and “ mel
Riemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and
practical. A guide to the study of the most important educational scale, not for the minor key. Passag
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected
in the same piece.
material. Materials in four books:—
2. Some small hands cannot reach
Book 1. Elementary School...
$1.50
out bo as to bring the thumb parallel
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength,
independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing
held easily and naturally, you need n
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of
3 The Technicon is a useful gymn
dynamic shading...
$1.50
8. Melodic Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna¬
the muscles of the hand and finge
ments of melody correctly and in proper style.$1.50
scribers may have one for sale at a
4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes,
communicate with the publishers of T
Quintettes, etc......
.„-„.$L50

... VOfcV - STUDIES.
Hauptaerj Thu Voice Culture, A new theoretical and practical
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the moat
approved principles
2*69

t »aMM*|««***M*****,fl ,*M*********M**M*M**M*a*M****S
ONDAN.

The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modem
music for the organ, in the church and home, selected and
adapted by D. F. Stillman.
Two volumes, each.........,.$130
The first volume contains 73 different choice pieces on 82 pages
of music.
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of music.
Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge1
on application.
Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami¬
nation.
\
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touch, made by a puli instead of a blo
able of touches and is essentially t
used in the fast form of the Mason tw
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. thing at all about finger-action, es
children.
t 2. Triple sharps and fiats are not
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ians. Individual taste, the bent of
ance or its lack with the woi ks of
an agreement impossible.
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his tools and his use of them superior to the work which
they produce, but he certainly knows that his best work
iB done with least effort with the best obtainable tools.
Will yon, then, my piano student friend, dream of so
wonderful a thing as pianoforte-playing, as a thing
which can be as well done with poor tools as with good
ones?
Consider a moment the following:—
Paderewski is a great piano-player.
He demands the best-made piano he can secure, and it
is made for him.
He can play any scale, in any way, and at any speed.
He can play any sort of an arpeggio.
He can play double thirds, double sixths, octaves,
chords, wide skips, etc., at almost any rate of speed.
He can play legato or staccato, a singing tone, a leggiero run, or the most quiet hymn-tune like passage.
He can produce a great variety of tone-colors from the
pianoforte, as required.
He can play with great power, or he can caress the
piano till it hams as softly and placidly as a purring
kitten sleeping on your knee.
Do yon think this is all spirit t
Well, let me tell you most positively, ’tis not 1
Paderewski has spent years of toil in developing that
“ dreadful thing,” technic. And if he had not done so,
that beautiful mbsical spirit of hiB would have failed to
utter itself before the world.
Yes, this most exquisite musical genius needs every
possible aid technic can give it, else it would of ten.limp
where it must needs bound along with perfect facility,
knowing no restraint because of mechanical difficulty,
but feeling ever freed from all fetters, able to express
^elf at once with native promptness, as a rushing
torrent of tone or as a simple prattling brooklet of
melody.
Will you, then, expect to do without “ sharp tools ” in
your piano playing ?
If you wish to play piano you will need to know the
major, minor and chromatic scales, and the various
chords with their arpeggios, for these form the bases of
. musical thoughts.
Yon will need to know and to be able to play a melody
in staccato or legato.
Yon will need to. have a clear conception of what a
phrase is, and how to deliver one.
You will need to know a wrist stroke from a wristbounding touch, a finger—or wrist-flexing staccato from
a hammer-stroke touch, an overlapping legato frOm a
true purling touoh,
1
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expression through his fing
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There are many pupils who
they\learn easily certain kin
neverNbe brought to really
expreeskmto a piece of de

by the way, was fond of telling this story—avowed in a
spirited way that his fondness tor Beethoven’s music was
so great that whenever he could get a chance, he played
nothing else.
It is easy to conceive that Grieg did not sympathize
with the unprogressive views of his Leipsic teacher, and
doubtless he, too, devoted a large part of his time to the
m'nsic of Schumann and Chopin. The antiquated and
old fogy atmosphere of Leipsic was distasteful to him,
and he became depressed and discouraged. He was
graduated from the conservatory in 1862, and the fol¬
lowing year he went to Copenhagen, and began his
studies under Gade, who was more congenial to him, and
who was not withoutinfiuence in his further development.
While in Copenhagen, however, he became acquainted
with Rikard Nordraak, a young, enthusiastic, and genial
Norwegian composer, and this event exercised the
strongest influence in bringing out his personality and
revealing to him his true nature. The two young men
met, talked of patriotism, of folklore, and swore an oath
of fealty to Norwegian art. Grieg says: “It was as
though scales fell from my eyes; for the first time I
learned through him the northern folk-songs and to
understand my own nature. We abjured the Gade-Mendelssohu insipid and diluted SkandinaviBmas, and boundourselves with enthusiasm t.o the new path which the
northern school is now following.” In this way Grieg
became the exponent of the musical side of Norwegian
art.
While original and spontaneous, his music is imbued
with the old Norse melodies and folk-songs, which are
distinguished from those of other Scandinavian nations
by a certain robustness, ruggedness, and abruptness in
harmonic changes, that are for the most part in the
minor key, and abound in peculiar rhythms so irregular
as to be almost without periodicity, or, in other words,
almost without rhythm. Some of the older melodies
are crude,- harsh, and barbarous. Many of them present
such a succession of-rough and abrupt rhythms, without
appreciable melody, as almost to prevent faithful and
accurate notation. Grieg is always true to the Norwe¬
gian coloring, and the freedom of gesture and motion
characteristic of peasant life is in his music. The stror g
contrast- produced by marked emphasis and rhythm com¬
bined with syncopation, the constant recurring effects of
light and shade through proper attention to dynamic*1,
are very marked. He is, however, always within the
bounds of good taste, and is never excessive or extra¬
vagant.
Grieg has been likened to Chopin—indeed, bethas
been called the “ Chopin of the North” ; but if\his
designation is intended to snggeBt theldea that he is in

.ZEolian harp, and that he co
duce similar effects in his m
longed and, indeed, almost
minor seventh chord, chara
There is some color of reaso
seen on reference to his Ber
turne, Op. 62, No. 1, near th
the passages in each case b
organ point *
' Both Chopin and Grieg
each characteristic of his i
parison of the two is intere
Op. 57, suggests a blue-blood
and tendency, exceedingly w
havior, who passes throngb
lady-like way, without enco
desires. She is an unruffl
dispositioued baby, without
cradle is rocked in a conve
with an unvarying uniformit
—Berceuse, Op 38, No. 1,—
a touch of temper, and a pa
does not hesitate to use up
home in the cottage of a pe
have a more lovely and un
baby, but is of rougher ext
subject to the vicissitudes o
slumber is quiet enough, bu
approaching disturbance, w
they finally culminate in a n
shriek of pain from the b
himself in a very short tim
and falls again into quiet a
cradle is rocked here in a di
ternary rhythms combined,
monic contrasts of sudden o
of Grieg’s personality.
Grieg’b revolt against G
healthy instinct of a man w
and seeks for it the most n

♦The following incident relat
delssohn ” illustrates the force of
number of friends had .been in
Schumann among them. He p
Sonata {“ Appasaionata”); at the
chord of the diminished seventh
wanted to impress it very forcib
got up, and, turning to Madame S
finale/ She strongly protested.
issue with the utmost tension, the
hovering over our heads all the ti
think it was chiefly the nervous
resolved discord which at laet mo
Mendelssohn's entreaties and giv
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comprise an original system for the development
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬
cal work, with the resultant rapid and 'thorough
development; the application of accents, thus
developing a true rhythm r ja fliscriminating touch
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity
practice that secures the necessary facility and
speed of execution. All of which is applied to
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still
dependent upon some other system of technics to
add to their present stock the particular part of
Mason’s System which they happen to need.
Experience him shown that teachers differ greatly
in their estimation of the relative value of the
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable
every one to select the particular part he desires.
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognised
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of
technics now contains more or less of it.- Never¬
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer
of the principle, no application of it has been so
ingenious and thorough as his.
This work is a wholly new exposition of the
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God.
We have never offered teachers more valuable
works than'these. -
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Carl Tausig, d. Lei
“ Royal Albert Hal
Cipriani Potter, d.
Sigismund Thalber
, Daniel Francis E
1872 Francis Joseph F
“Trinity College”
Freidrich Wieck, d
1873 Ferdinand David, d
i First Bristol Trienn
1874 First performance
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reuth.
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LastConcert at the
1875 Sir Wm. Sterudale
George Bizet, d. P
J. P. Pixis, d. Bad
New Opera House
Wagner’s “ Lohen
Rubinstein’s Oper
duced.
Rubinstein’s Opera
duced.
1876 Samuel Sebastian
A. E. Batiste, d. P
Felicien David, d.
Henri Bertini, d. M
Ed. Runhaut, d. L
August Wilhelm A
Hermann Goetz, d
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Trilogy, “ Der R
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1879 Ernst Friedrich Ri
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Adolph Jensen, d
Wagner’s “ Rienz
1880 Sir John Goss, d.
A
Ole Bull. d. Norw
\
Jacques Offenbach
\ Henri WieniawBk
>$ttv John Curwen

Our new satchel, which allows only one fold to the
music, has handles, and can be had in all styles; but it
is not a perfect affair. It has one shortcoming, t. e., it
will not carry stiff-bound volumes. We have had manu¬
factured for us a few satchels like those we have been
advertising, only larger, so as to admit music without
any fold. It has handles, and is flexible, solid leather,
and will carry a large bound volume, sheet music size.
They will cost the profession $2 25 each.
*
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expression to a thought
than the average long ar
as they occur to you whe
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my orders and their
received. I shall take p
house to my friends who

The series of reed organ sheet music that is now being
We are very much p
issued by our press will show music teachers and musical
“
Mathews’
Graded Cou
amateurs why they have not especially enjoyed the reed
our schools and academy
organ, and, better, still, teach them how to play on this
I feel that I could no
instrument so as to make delightful music. The reed
aid of your most valuab
organ, like the violin—is capable of “ fearfully horrid friend to teachers in “ ti
sounds ” under the hands of an unskilled player. The
The Etude is so inst
reed organ, like the piano, has a distinctive touch of its progress as well without
own, and as touch is the one factor that makes piano in its pages is all very
music delightful, when connected with intelligent and At least my experience w
the usefulness of the sel
expressive phrasing, so, likewise, in playing the reed
organ, it is by touch and right methods of handling the
I want to express my
instrument that the pleasure of playing is increased 125 edited by Mr. Cad
many fold.. The annotations to these pieces cover the pupils, while the explan
it equally attractive to th
ground of artistic reed organ playing, and the selections
are choice gems, carefully and skilfully arranged for the
I received Book 8 of
reed organ, as a reed organ, and that in such a way that Studies,” and I find th
the latent beauties and artistic possibilities of this ihstru- teacher as any of th
ment are available to any player of ordinary technical Mathews has certainly d
such excellent material f
skill.

*****

Organ pupils need special practice for flexibility
SPECIA
and celerity of touch, and for giving spirit and piquancy
to their playing. The “ Melodious studies for the Reed
Notices for this column inse
Organ,” by Charles W. Landon, are compiled with this parable in advance. Copy
special lack in organ students in view, and also to teach previous month to insure pub
the much-neglected subject Phrasing and the charact
|?OR SALE-TEACH
istic Reed Organ Touch. The whole field of musi
perfect order. Pr
dtedes has been culled from in the compilation ef this sAshl&nd Place, Brookly
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week in classes of five in Piano or Voice.
Tickets, without the two lessons weekly, $15.0
Private Lessons extra.

The University Extension Summer Meeting, w
attraction. Students of the Mu§\c School will be admit
information regarding the University Extension Courses,

Full information regarding :Board, Rooms, Piano
Circulars will be ready April 15th, when full fa
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A FIVE WEEKS’ COURSE, beginning Wednesday
Monday and Tuesday, July 30 and
THE FACT

has been repeatedly demonstrated during the pas
in foundational instruction and practice, establishes the le
spent, and, at the same time, in a superior manner faciii

THE OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL is to instruct teachers in the
who are deficient in technic, and, as a consequence, inef

RESULTS TELL.

The public playing, recitals, and music
from an artistic standpoint, anything ever before accompl

-

.

FIVE PIANO RECITALS, illustrating results from the right use of

. Sti7FBRXC>Xl.

A. K. VIRGIL, Director; MRS. A. K. VIRGIL, principal, assisted b
\
containing fu

THE VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL, 2

1867. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, No. 2. Hilarity.
Grade II......
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both
bauds respond to each other, bright and lively in
btjle, united with pedagogic value, it will be &
favorite.
1868. Lichner, H.
Op.
24.
Scherzo.
Grade 11-......
.
A good place by a popular writer. Scale passages
and ssaccato chords alternate with each other. The
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand.
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand
affords excellent finger practice.
1869 Bohm, O.
Op, 169.
Little Love
Song. Grade II.....
-Rather more difficult .than some of the foregoing.
It is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giving
an excellent chasea for tagteful and expressive play¬
ing. Its o. iaves increase its difficulty.
1870. Sohytte, L.
Op. 69, No. 11. Fairy
■ Tale. Grade II..
Somewhat on the tarantella style, giving practice in
broken chords and in the light arm movement.
The pieces from No. 1856 to 1370 are from H. C.
MacDougal’s “ Studies in Melody Playing,” Vol. II.
The fingering, phrasing, and pedaling are carefully
and critical.y marked. They ate cho-en for their
educational value and form a valuable addition to the
list of interesting teaching pieces in Grade 11. The
convenience of securing them in single form will be
appreciated.
1871. Lamo.the, Georges. Op. 262. Estudiantina (Cap. Espagnol). Grade
IV.
A characteristic piece of Spanish type. The rhythm
of thedance Is in it, and it is valuable for acquiring a
light arm touch.:- It is interesting as well.
1372. Vilbac, Renaud de. ValsedesMerveilleuses. Grade V.
This piece requires musical intelligence for its
proper rendering. It belongs to a higher order of
composition, and will not give out its value unless
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both
technically and musically.
It is a piece which affords full opportunity for the '
teaching of modern technics of touch.
1878. Ten Brink, Jules. Op. 12. In the
Forest. Grade IV...
.The melody Is carried by the left band to an accom¬
paniment of broken chords in the right. Near the
close the same theme is deliveied by the thumbs of
both hands, while tly> remaining fingers are busied
by the accompaniment. It is also a good teaching
piece, but will require work of an intelligent sort.
1874. Ohaminade, O. Op. 24. The Dragon
Flies. Grade V.. .
Ann, hand, and finger control are necessary here
In full measure. Charm!Dg effects cun be made in
this piece; The left Hand plays as an accompaniment
'■*» a melody, itself affording opportunities for.phras¬
ing, a figure of sixteenth notes, through which there
sounds a repetition of a single note. D below the treble
•«»ff. Tb* tawheir wju be delighted with this number;

nent musical authority and tea
themselves to all teachers.

1382. Fillmore, T. H. Bar
IV .....

• A thoroughly good piece. T
paniment of the left hand is go
pie, but effective. A contrast
short middle part in six sharps, t
A major,

1883. Reed, Chas. H. Gav
tasia. Grade IV.

, A good study in wrist and ar
tains a short but interesting trio

1884. Rathbun, F. G. Elfin
Ill...

A very delightful and interes
but not trashy. It contains e
touch and phrasing, and can b
educational value.

[

1385. Moter, Garl. Op. 1,
etto. Grade 11

Attractive and useful. Of go
and introduces bits of octave wo

1386. Moter, Garl. Op. 1, N
cietto. Grade! I

A good study In scale playing.
tion with which the piece begin
throughout the entire piece Ex
are given for improving practice

1387. May, Walter

H.

. E

Grade III.

A bright, effective polka capri
useful and pleasing, wiiile itdoes
of trash.

1888. Fressar, Thao. -Octav

Octave Btudies which are neit
mechanical are in demand, and
studies as will meet the requir
They are decidedly Interesting
graded. Each study is prefaced
ercise, to be repeated a number
will prepare the hand for the w
ot pieces and studies, also gra
contains work's of this- class.
can be used as a complement to
Technic, Vol.TV.

■

1889. Smith, Wilson G. O
Special Exercises
particula
bpment o
igers of e

comprise a s
r nature—for
k'fiftgers of th
ipon the expe
dished reputa
ier fulfill thei
UBS.

:

acquire equality and smoothness.

ing. ..
We received the first bo
time since. This book is
Particular stress is laid up
third, fourth, and fifth
exercises are so conceived a
workin hand. They are b
cannot fail to be of great v

1416. Ernst. Thao.
O. Emilynne. Valse
Caprice.
Grade V.....
This is another waltz worthy of concert use. It is
very different from the preceding, although in the
same key (E flat). An enharmonic change to five
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The pieeer
should be on every teacher’s list.
1417. Spindler, F.
Op.
249, No.
20.
Trumpeter’s Serenade.
Grade II..
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright,
pretty, and instructive may be mentioned as its
characteristics.
1418. Swaim, L. A.
Op. 3, No. 1.
Playful
Zephyr.
Grade III...;..
Combines finger,hand, and arm touches and will be
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The
themes are bright and the piece is of good length,
neither too long nor too short.
1419. Wilm, N. Von.
Op. 12, No. 3.
Vil¬
lage Musicians.
Grade H.
Th *e village musicians indulge in rather better
music thah do some others we have heard of. This is
a useful and pretty teaching piece for yonng pupils.
1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa
Claus March.
Grade It...
A good march; will help'to cultivate musical taste
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in
third and sixth playing.
1421. Heins, Oarl.
Doll’s Cradle Song.
Grade II.....
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is brigh t
1.
811,1 given alternately to right and left hands. Agood'
■
piece to .use in the early stages of teaching discrimina¬
tive touch.
,
1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry
Children’s Dance.
Grade II.
A Bpriehtly waltz, within the technic of young
pupils, which when playedTip to tempo will Make the
eyes sparkle.

1423. Heins, Carl.

Dance of the Bears.

Grade II. . ......

Merriment.

Grade

A

II...

A well-named piece, as its character is jolly merri¬
ment. This setpf pieces,edited by H. C. MaeDougal,
are annotated, and are to l>e commended for their
value in Jhe easy grade to which they are assigned.

1425. Northrup, Theo. H.
tic.

Grade 111..

1437. Goerdeler, R.
Fa
Grade III
Another piece by the s
take.

1438. Goerdeler, R.
C
(Four Hands).
An arrangement, of the
players. -It will fulfil its m

1439. Rathbun, F. G.
E
verie).
Grade I
A piece destined to be pop
and general style, while i
trouble the amateur player
he used by the teacher with

1440. Landon, Ohas. W.
Studies for Pian
These studies hegln at th
gradually in difficulty. T
musician and teacher o
coupled to the fact that th
graded and selected music
create a demand for these,
as first class. They are Ta
and will advance the pupil
completely.

1441. Wilm, N. Von. O
dren’s Festival.
,
It is no easy matter to
and many great musician
tempts. Here, however,
piece, which is neither too
pieces should be treasured

1442.

A jolly dance in two-four time in G minor.
good study, and musical as well..

1424. Heins, Carl.

1436. Goerdeler,
R.
Waltzes.
Grade
An easy set of waltzes wh
taste. They are smooth, sw

Gigiie Roman¬
....

Rather difficult in some of its;skips. It.is odd in
rhythm and a good study in controlling thp arm.'

White, Otis, R.
Return.
Grade
A taking march movem
difficult.

1443. White, Otis R.
P
Grade 11.
A really good barcarolle
use.

SK44. Hewitt, H. D.
Ba
\
A good exercise for wri
„ _ \ the repeated chords. A g
'phrasing.
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PRE-EMINENCE,

141 Montague St., Brooklyn,}

Which establishes them as unequaled in tone, touch,
workmanship, and durabili ty.

Ivary Haas Fully Warranted for 5 Years,

WM. KNABE & CO.f
21 and 24 E. Halt!*®** Street,
148 Fifth. Awe., near 20th It*
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CHICAGO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
AUDITORIUM BUILDING.

REGULAR SUMMER TERM OPENS JULY 9.
Private Lessons in All Departments.

SUMNER

MUSIC EDUCATION

NflRMAi

pianoforte students,

pmmcc

CALVIN B. CADY and
FREDERICK GRANT GLEASON.

I » W IB IYI8“I art,

UUUHOIL.

UNDER THE 'DIRECTION OP

OBJECT.
I. How to Develop the Child in Music Thinking as .a Basis for
Music Expression by Means of the Piano.
II. What is Music?—A Practical Course in Mental Analysis of the
Fundamental Rythmic, Harmonic, and Melodic Elements
of Music.
III. How and What to Teach. Lectures on the Principles of
Teaching, and How to Apply Music Thinking to the
Development of an Expressive Technique.
IV. Practical Demonstrations of Principles.
V. Principles and Practice of Harmony.
VI. Material for Teaching,
VII. Practical Analysis of Standard, Art Works for Advanced Students
of Teaching and the Pianoforte.

LOHDON COULEE
FOUNDED 1887.

IN

For Musical Education and E
Practical and Theoretic

GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST., L

BOARD OF EXAMINERS F
AND CANADA

Prof. CHAS. A. E. HARRISS, Organist of the C
E. R. D0WARD, Esq., Toronto, Canada.
HUGH A. CLARKE, Esq., Mus.D., University o
phia.
WALTER E. HALL, Esq., F.C.O., Organist of T
Prof. SIMEON BISSELL, Director of Music, C
S. AUSTEN PEARCE, Esq., Mus.D. (Oxon.), N
D. J. i. MASON, Esq., Mus.D., R.A.M., Wilke
F. C. SMYTHE, Esq., Mus. Bac., T. C. (Dub
College of Music, Ottawa, Ont.
STOCKS HAMMOND, Esq,, Mus.D., L.Mus.
Choirmaster of the New Memorial Met
Reading, Pa.
H. P. ECKER, Esq., City Organist, Allegheny.

" Examinations ia Pianoforte and Violin Play
all branches of Music will be held in New Tor
and many cities in America and Canada, in J
next, when certificates will be granted to ail s
out restriction to age. Syllabus and Forms of
the Secretary, who will supply all particulars.
als and Book Prizes are offered for competitio
regulations. Applications for the Formation o
made to the Secretary, who will furnish all nec
Diplomas granted by the College are Associate
Music- (A. Mus.L.C.M.), Licentiate (L.'L.C.M.)
(L Mus.L.C.M.):
Local representatives are required for every
and Canada. .All particulars can be had on ap

The Organizing Secretary

Full information sent on application to

SAiUJEL KATSER, Director, '

THE

.

AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAG0.\

DR. STOCKS H1IM
37 and 29 North Fifth Street,

•

No. 4. Tarantella in D-minor. (3 B). .
No. 5. Danse Humoristiqne. (3-4).. ..
Five excellent pieces for artist or student. They are highly pleasing,
very brilliant, of a high grade in musical quality, and are written in the
characteristic original manner of this popular composer.
Erich, C. Bright Flowers. A collection of classical and popu¬
lar pieces without octaves.
No. 13. March Militaire. (2 A.) (Schubert)...25
No. 14. Elfigie. (2 C.) (Enusl).....25
Effective, easy arrangements of two celebrated compositions. Cannot
fail to please any yonng player.
Gibsone, Ignst®. Bavarian Song. (3 B).40
A lovely singing melody in the right hand, with an accompaniment
of easy broken chord work divided between both hands.
Hoffman, Midi. Op. 107. 'The Erlking. (4C;5A.) (Schu¬
bert.) Transcription.
p.00
4 very brilliant transcription of 8chubert’s world-renowned song! It
has the merit of effectiveness without superfluous difficulties, and has
the added merit of being pianistic and playable.
Kirchner,- Fritz. Op. 464.
Song of Spring.
(Primula
•
Yeris.) (3 A).
40
Its spontaneity and conciseness of form will make this piece a favor¬
ite with all young players.
JLcsntg'o, Alex. Op. 7:—
No. 1. Song of Spring. (3 A)..
No. 2. The Little Soldier. (March.) (2 Cl......... .
.35
No. 3. Good Morning. (3 A)..!...!!..!..'..!!.!. 25
No. 4. Gavotte Facile. (3 A).40
No. 5. Mennet Enfantin. (3 A).1
!
No. 6. Pifferata. (3 A).35
One of the best sets of easy pieces ever published. They are musicianly, graceful, piquant, contain many most excellent technical points
and are brimfnl of melody. Every teacher who takes the trouble to ex¬
amine them will be sure to add them to his list of valuable teaching
pieces.
Morhpy, Charles. Op. 99. Flowers of the Ball,
Six easy
Dances, without octaves:—
No.l. Tea Bose. (March.) (2 A).
25
N<5. 2. Jessamine. (Polka.) , (3 A).
25
No. 3. Mignonette. (Polka Mazurka.) (2 A)....’.’."!!!!!!!.25
No. 4. Maybelis. (Schottische.) (2 A). .
or
No. 5. Yiolet. (Waltz;) (2 A).
or
No. 6. Pink. (Galop). (2 B).25
JuBt toe set of pieces for young pupils who wish ’something’bright
and tuneful. Excellent for teaching accent and rhythm.

Smith, Seymour. The Gipsies’ Camp.

(3 C). 60
A dashing, Bhowy piece, which is excellent for teaching and disnlav
without containing any very great difficulties.
- Le Bfrve. (The Dream.) (3 A) ,..
gg
A flowing-melody in the left hand, with easychords" in’ the "right
hand. JuBt the thing to interest young players.

Graded novelty List and other Catalogued
sent upon application.

Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled >
to all parts of the Country.
\
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ADDRE88 PUBLISHER,

THEO. PRESSE

1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADE

; Mraits o great M

LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCH

Frio© $1.00. Postage and Tube, 1
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique O

Packed to go by Express at purcha

The following are now ready:—

BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPI
SCHUBERT, AND HAY

OTHEBB TO FOLLOW

The elegant portraits have given the g
tion wherever introduced. He former
was $4.60 each, without frame. Suita
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor.
Address

THEO. PRESSER, PHIL

